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High-level attributes of images: How memorable is an image? 
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Applications and future directions

 

Prediction algorithm: SVM Regression with non-linear kernels 
           on following features:

 

“Aquarium, indoors” 1) Scene annotations
scene categories of entire image
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Predicting image memorability
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665 participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.
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What content makes an image memorable?

Object score = (prediction when object included in image’s feature vector) - (prediction when object removed)

! 0.15 + 0.090
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Database: 2222 photographs from SUN database (Xiao et al. 2010).

Memorability = probability of correctly detecting a repeat after a single 
        view of an image in a long stream.

Wide range of memorabilities and high inter-subject consistency
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2) Object annotations
number, size, and rough position of 
each object class

 = 0.49

“Funny, peaceful, 
eye contact”

3) Attribute annotations  = 0.53
Understandable attributes describ-
ing layout, aesthetics, emotions, ac-
tions, and appearche of people

5) All features  = 0.59
All annotations and global image 
features

GIST
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Pixels
4) Global image features

pixel histograms, GIST, 
spatial pyramids of SIFT, HOG, SSIM

 = 0.47
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